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FIND OUT MORE
Two Sides is a global initiative by
companies from the Graphic
Communications Supply Chain.
Our goal is to promote the
sustainability of the print industry
and dispel common environmental
misconceptions by providing
users with verifiable information
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attractive, practical and sustainable
communications medium.
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welcome
A very warm welcome to the brand new version of The Page,
the publication that explores the effectiveness and sustainability
of print media. Created by Two Sides, the publication will be
published three times a year, bringing you all the latest news,
facts, information, research and innovation from the world of
print and paper.
—
As well as promoting the effectiveness and vital role print
plays in the rapidly developing world of media and marketing,
The Page will also examine the sustainability and consumer
perception of paper, challenging the myth that digital has a lower
environmental footprint than print. The reality is, of course,
that paper and cardboard are natural, renewable and recyclable
materials, and the only truly sustainable communication choice
for media, marketing and packaging.
—
This publication is just a small part of our work here at
Two Sides. As the organisation dedicated to promoting the
sustainability of print and paper, we work hard to dispel many
of the myths around the environmental impact of paper and
have a range of available resources the industry can use,
providing verifiable information on why print and paper is an
attractive, practical and sustainable communications medium.
—
If you would like to discover the many benefits of being
a member of Two Sides, please call Tandy Wakeford on
01327 262 920 or email tsw@twosides.info
—
And if you want to find out more about our work, as well as
receive future issues of The Page, go to www.twosides.info
Sponsored by
Sponsored by
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New Print Power
campaign focuses
its targets
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Nothing
but the
facts

In praise of simplicity
An open letter to marketers

We feel your pain

According to the evidence – and the experts –
print advertising is an engaging, effective part
of the campaign mix. Here’s all you need to know
about it in one indispensable infographic…

How’s that for an opener? No doubt you have already followed the
clue in red and flicked your eyes to the bottom of this page to see
who we are and what our agenda is. If you haven’t, do it now. We’ve
made it easy for you by using a bit of white space, a clear font, a little
logo and some handy contact details. See you back here in a sec.

Cut through the #@:)*!

“What pain?” you ask

PRINT is engaging
Got your
attention?

Preach it,
print reader

it’s in the bag

The one you told us about. For the last few months, we have
been talking to a host of professionals responsible for making
decisions about how and where to spend marketing budgets with
the greatest impact and demonstrable cost-efficiency.

Time well
spent

You told us about the challenges and pressures you face every
day and we’d like to help.

Overwhelming complexity
“ W e’ re starting to
see with traditional
media, particularly
newspapers, a bit
of a pendulum
swinging back
because the market
will realise they are
more powerful… ”
Sir Martin Sorrell,
Sorrell Former CEO, WPP

Newspaper ads are
viewed for 2.5 times
longer than the
average digital ad
Source: Lumen, 2017

For 60% and 58% of
the time we spend
reading newspapers
and magazines
respectively, our
focus is spent solely
on that medium

People are more
likely to talk about,
share and comment
on print newspapers
(46%)) than they are
social media (44%
(44%)
Source: Newsworks/PWC,
The Battle for Attention

81% of people have
bought an item or
visited a place after
reading about it
in a magazine

Not all platforms
are created equal.
Comparing the
average time spent
on ads per day is
a more accurate
measure of
engagement

Source: Magnetic, Rules of
Attraction (2015)

36% of recipients
bought or ordered
something as a
result of receiving
direct mail

Avg time spent
on all ads per
visitor per day

Readership
per day

13,474,894

Press

75.35 secs

Digital 4,010,561

“ W e are being
over- hyped and
over- sold on a
uniq uely digital
future. W e need to
get real and take a
more evidence- based
view of what really
drives effectiveness

TOUCH me,
feel me

We’d like to help restore joined-up thinking.
Signed, sealed,
delivered

it’s all in
your mind

Digital has lost its shine
For a while the attractive allure of the new became its
own justification. But the discrepancy between the digital
dream and the digital reality is being increasingly questioned.
When you have a shiny new hammer, it is tempting to
make every problem look like a nail.

Advertising in
newspapers and
magazines
generates £2.43 for
every £1 invested
over three years

Touching an ad
increases its
value by 24%
Source: The Effect of Mere Touch
on Perceived Ownership, Journal
of Consumer Research 2009,
Touchpoints 5, 2014

21% of all addressed
mail and door drop
items go on to create
a commercial action

Marketers’
perceptions about
which channels
are most effective
don’t always match
up to reality…

Source: Whistl, 10 things
about JICMail

Source: Thinkbox, Profit Ability, 2017

Peter Field, effectiveness
consultant and author

What the
evidence says:

What advertisers
and agencies say:
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Magazines
Cinema

Source: Radiocentre and Ebquity,
Re-evaluating Media, 2018

Money grows
on trees

People power

Drop it like
it’s hot

We’d like to help you explore all the possibilities in your toolbox.

Jargon isn’t helping
Do you still talk of “traditional” and “new” media? We’ve learned
that the distinction between ‘below’ and ‘above’ the line is neither
relevant nor useful. Perhaps it is time to ditch these other terms
too? All media choices can be valid ones without having to label
them in ways which invite out-of-date prejudice. This became all
too clear in an objectively rigorous survey from Ebiquity last year,
which demonstrated how much time-honoured media choices are
currently being undervalued and neglected3… even dismissed.
We’d like to help rehabilitate the classics.

PRINT BOOSTS CAMPAIGN ROI

Back to basics
Remember this?

Right message. Right people. Right time.

‘Being smart, being innovative, being daring,
taking unfair advantage. I love that thinking
wherever you find it.’
Dave Trott – advertising veteran and strategic guru4

‘Media like radio and newspapers are dismissed
far too easily by marketers, who need to open their
minds to the real possibilities that these fantastic
channels can offer... I am saying if you do not ask
your media agency to include radio and news
media in your initial consideration you are a fool.’
Mark Ritson – Marketing Week5

We’d like to help find a path through the clutter.

The cart is leading the horse
The days of media-agnostic briefs are long gone. Clients have
preconceptions about media. They are only human after all
(despite what you may sometimes think). There is an increasing
disconnect between media and creative strategies – frequently,
media commitments are made long before communication
strategies are settled and opportunities for innovation are being lost.

Source: Lumen Research
for Newsworks 2016

PRINT Is effective
Profit ability

In 2017, Martech published an overview of the marketing
technology landscape showing that in just one year it had grown by
40%1. IPSOS tells us that consumers are reacting to this excess
of information by actively disengaging. And it is your job to
somehow take in all of this information and make sense of it.2

1.24 secs

Source: Touchpoints 7 (2016)

Source: Newsworks/PWC,
The Battle for Attention

F O R Y O U R C O N S I D E R AT I O N

Use those principles to evaluate your choices and you can find
your way out of every marketing challenge you face.

Back? Great.

OUR PITCH
We passionately believe in the power
of print in all its forms.
Its history can be traced back to papyrus in ancient Egypt,
and to the Song dynasty in China. It worked then and it still does.
Print isn’t historic, traditional or yesterday. It is timeless.
Just as relevant, important, personal, immediate and
compelling as ever. And still innovating.

Print can help you cut through the marketing maze.6
Whether you need to build a brand, provide product information
or announce a deal, there is a version of print that can help. We
think that print can always enhance a multi-channel plan.
We’d like to help you see how.

We dedicate ourselves to helping you unlock the power of print,
providing advertisers – and all media decision-makers – with
the resources and support they need to make informed,
responsible and confident choices.

We are

www.printpower.eu
and we’d like to help you cut through the #:)@*!

The million
dollar…

Shazam me to find out more

Mark Ritson:: Marketers are Clueless About
Media Effectiveness – Here’s the Proof,
Marketing Week, March 2018

90% of campaigns
that included door
drops reported a
rise in acquisition
compared to 59%
for those without
Source: Royal Mail, Doordrop
Entries, DMA Awards Meta
Analysis 2012-2016

The question for
marketers isn’t
print vs digital, but
what each medium
brings to the overall
effectiveness of
a campaign
17%

15%
10%
7%
PRESS

Source: Newsworks, IPA Databank
Study 2017

RADIO

Newsworks, The ROI Story, 2016

Campaigns including
print are 67% more
effective at delivering
new customers than
those without

DM

Newspapers can
increase campaign
ROI by 280% for
retail, 70% for the
automotive sector
and 570% for finance

ONLINE

“ [ O ne] must feel some
sympathy for news media,
which are perceived as
having little to any impact
on I. In reality they offer
some of the most significant
campaign lifts for those
clients that can look beyond
the bullshit of the ‘death’ of
news media and see both the
continued potential of print
advertising – the campaign
of the year so far, K F C ’ s
F C K ad, was a newspaper
ad, lest we forget”

INCREASE IN VERY LARGE BUSINESS
EFFECTS OF ADDING MEDIUM

print power, the European initiative dedicated
to promoting the value and position of print in
the marketing mix, has gone through some big
changes and has just been relaunched. Led by
new Managing Director Ulbe Jelluma, Print
Power now focuses on Europe’s three largest
markets for print – the UK, Germany and
France – and directly targets the brand owners
and major media and advertising agencies
operating in those countries.
“Our ultimate goal is that brand owners and
agencies use more print in the media mix,”
explains Ulbe Jelluma, “and that we help to
stop the decline in advertising expenditures for
print media. We will do this by changing their
perceptions of print media by providing factbased evidence and the ROI print delivers.”
Ulbe and his team are looking to achieve this
through a combination of targeted digital and
print communications, as well as meeting with
key decision-makers in UK, German and French
media and advertising agencies. The new website
is already online and packed with content, from
in-depth interviews and infographics to the
latest news in print effectiveness, while print
advertising is planned for the next few months.
“The new campaign is much more focused in
terms of the audience and approach,” explains
Ulbe. “We will be focusing on the six main forms
of media that print does well – advertising in
newspapers and magazines, direct mail, door
drops, customer magazines and catalogues. Print
is a highly effective marketing tool, especially
in the long term, and we want to make sure
everyone knows that.”
—
For more information on the new Print Power
campaign and to sign up to the newsletter, go to
www.printpower.eu

Source: Media in Focus: Marketing
Effectiveness in the Digital Age, 2017

Want more evidence that print advertising is a valuable addition
to the media mix? Sign up to our newsletter at printpower.eu

B
F
T

“Our ultimate goal is
that brand owners and
agencies use more
print in the media mix”
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look at the actual evidence, it scores very highly.
So what we have to do is change that perception
by providing the brand owners, media buyers
and advertising companies with the facts
about print.
How are you measuring the campaign?
We have various KPIs. Our campaign consists
of print adverts and online activity, and we have
all the tools in place to measure the effectiveness
of each. We also have an increasing number of
subscribers to the newsletter, which is another
key measurement. We have put in place a very
clear process to measure the effectiveness of
what we do, either very directly on campaign
activities or indirectly when it comes to
perception.

“We have to change
the perception of print
by providing the facts”
ulbe jelluma, Managing Director
of Print Power, explains how he aims to
increase the use of print in marketing

What’s the main strategy behind the new
Print Power campaign?
A number of recent studies have shown that
there’s a major discrepancy between the
perception of the effectiveness of different
channels and the evidence. A study by Ebiquity
and Radiocentre called Re-evaluating Media
found that print media doesn’t score very well
when it comes to perception, but when you

BUILT
FOR
TOUCH.
ThePage_pp04-05_su v2.indd 3

Why are you just focusing on three countries?
The three countries of the UK, Germany and
France represent 55% of all the advertising spend
in Europe. Once you examine each of those
countries in turn, the differences in advertising
spend is quite dramatic. If you look at the share
of magazines and newspapers when it comes
to advertising expenditures, then the UK is the
lowest of the three main countries in Europe,
with an 11% share. In Germany it’s almost three
times higher, at 25-30%. France is also higher
than the UK. So the markets are very different,
which means our approach in the markets needs
to be different.
What’s your key message to advertisers and
brand owners considering using print in their
marketing campaigns?
It’s clear, from research studies and the opinions
of many experts and industry specialists that
there’s been an over-investment in certain areas
such as digital. So it’s important for advertisers
and brand owners to consider using more print
in their media mix, because print remains a very
effective tool, especially when you talk about the
long term.

DuSense Sensory Coater
Own the future of digital spot UV

STAND OUT. EXCITE. UNCOVER NEW OPPORTUNITIES.

For more information visit us online at www.duplointernational.com/DuSense
or email DuSense@duplointernational.com
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The global fight
against greenwash
continues
the two sides worldwide campaign to
eradicate greenwashing continues as a number
of international brands have withdrawn
misleading messages such as ‘Go green – go
paperless’ or ‘Choose e-billing and help save a
tree’ that encourage their customers to switch
to electronic bills and statements.
Defined as ‘the practice of making an
unsubstantiated or misleading claim about the
environmental benefits of a product, service,
technology or company practice’, greenwashing
results in the spreading of a number of
myths about the environmental impact and
sustainability of print, and needs to be challenged
whenever it arises.
Since the Two Sides campaign began, 770
of the world’s leading corporations, including
banks, utilities, telecoms and insurance
companies, have been researched and checked

by Two Sides, with 532 of those companies
discovered to be using greenwash statements in
their marketing and customer communications.
To date, 310 of those companies have removed
their misleading statements as a direct result of
engagement from Two Sides.
“We’re really pleased that our ongoing efforts
and lobbying is having such a significant effect on
some of the world’s largest and most influential
companies and organisations,” says Martyn
Eustace, Chairman of Two Sides. “But there’s
no room for complacency and there’s still a
great deal of work to do tackling companies
that continue to mislead their customers.”
—
If you want more information on the Two Sides
Greenwashing campaign or if you spot any
misleading messages you’d like us to challenge,
email greenwash@twosides.info

A selection of UK
organisations that
have worked with
Two Sides to change
misleading messages
Sky
Barclays
First Direct
O2
BBC
Nationwide
MBNA
BT
Marks & Spencer
RAC
SSE
Chelsea Building Society
The Co-operative Bank
South East Water
Essex Water
NS&I
Standard Life
Adobe
Barclaycard
Whitbread

Love paper? Join the campaign
which supports the
print and paper industry.
And, according to
research, it’s working:
surveys conducted in
2011 and 2016 show
a 50% increase in UK
consumer recognition
of the sustainability of
printed newspapers
and a 13% increase for
printed magazines.
Taken with the social
media campaign, the
message is now seen by

over 30 million people
in the UK every year.
But there’s more we
can all do to promote
the perception of print’s
sustainability. If you’re
a publisher and want to
spread the word about
print, we have a set of
Love Paper adverts in
all sizes that are ready
to run.
We also have free,
downloadable posters
you can put around

your workplace, as well
as a number of fact
sheets about the true
environmental impact
of print. And if you spot
a great story about
print, share it on social
media with the hashtag
#lovepaper.
—
If you would like to
get involved in the
Love Paper campaign,
please email us at
enquiries@twosides.info

45 thousand

tennis courts every day!

for making paper and many
forests, which provide wood
Did you know that European
tennis courts every day!
growing by over 45 thousand
other products, have been

C

Love reading in print? You’ll love it even more knowing paper is
made from natural, renewable and recyclable wood.

UNFAO, Global Forest Resources Assessment 2005-2015
Two Sides is a global initiative promoting the responsible
use of print and paper which, when sourced from certified
or sustainably managed forests, is a uniquely powerful
and natural communications medium.

There are some great
reasons to Love Paper
Discover them now,
www.twosides.info

ON

Launched in 2012, the
Love Paper campaign
has gone from strength
to strength, with adverts
appearing in over 50
different titles, such
as The Times, the
Financial Times and
Daily Mirror.
The campaign was
created to improve
perceptions of print
media and to raise
awareness of the
responsible forestry

ThePage_pp06-07_su v2.indd 2
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Two Sides resources
the industry can use
MYTHS AND FACTS BOOKLET
The Myths and Facts booklet is
one of Two Sides’ most popular
resources for companies keen
to dispel the many myths about
the sustainability of print, either
for their clients or their staff.
The 24-page publication directly
addresses the key myths about
the environmental impact of
paper and counters these myths
with verifiable facts. The booklet
can also be personalised for Two
Sides members, giving you the
chance to add your company logo
to the cover and bespoke text
inside, providing a valuable tool to
share with customers, staff and
stakeholders.
—
To download the latest booklet,
go to www.twosides.info/Mythsand-Facts
LOVE PAPER POSTERS
The Two Sides Love Paper posters
have been a huge success, with
millions seeing them every year
through adverts and social media
sharing. Now you can print out
your own posters to place around
the office, giving you and your
staff a reminder of the value and
sustainability of print. All posters
can be personalised to feature
your company logo.
—
To download the posters, go to
www.twosides.info/lovepaper

two sides has a wealth of resources available to
help you and your company promote the value and
sustainability of paper. From the popular Myths & Facts
booklet to the range of Love Paper posters, all materials
can be personalised and are available for all Two Sides
members to use.
Print and Paper
Myths and Facts
1,500
FOOTBALL PITCHES
EVERY DAY!

Love reading in print? You’ll love it even more knowing paper is
made from natural, renewable and recyclable wood.

MEDIA
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There are some great
reasons to Love Paper
Discover them now,
www.twosides.info

UNFAO, Global Forest Resources Assessment 2005-2015
Two Sides is a global initiative promoting the responsible
use of print and paper which, when sourced from certified
or sustainably managed forests, is a uniquely powerful
and natural communications medium.

85% of the wood used by
the European Pulp and
Paper Industry comes
from European Forests
Find out more www.twosides.info/european-forests

Source: CEPI Statistics, 2015

FACT SHEETS
Despite the wealth of evidence
pointing towards print and paper
being a highly sustainable form
of communication, there are still
a number of misconceptions that
it’s wasteful, detrimental to the
environment and responsible
for deforestation. To address
this, Two Sides has a series of
11 fact sheets covering

the most common areas of
misunderstanding, ranging from
the real environmental impact
of electronic communication to
the sustainability of paper-based
printed products.
—
To download the range of fact
sheets, go to www.twosides.info/
fact-sheets

Check out greenpaperconnection.com/en for more information on
our eco-responsible products and services or submit your challenges
to our Corporate Social Responsibility expert, Matthew Botfield.
SUSTAINABILITY

MINI-INFOGRAPHICS
Two Sides also has a range of 16
mini-infographics that highlight
some of the key facts from the
Myths and Facts booklet. Ideal
for sharing on social media, these
facts include:
Between 2005 and 2015, European
forests grew by an area the size of
Switzerland – that’s 1,500 football
pitches every day.
Europe recycles 72% of its paper.
85% of the wood used by the
European pulp and paper industry
comes from European forests.
—
To download the infographics, go
to www.twosides.info/Myths-andFacts-Infographics
To find out more about our full
range of member resources and
create your own, personalised
versions, email us at enquiries@
twosides.info

for making paper and many
forests, which provide wood
Did you know that European
pitches every day!
growing by over 1,500 football
other products, have been

CHALLENGE ANTALIS.
SUSTAINABILITY

LOVE PAPER MINI-VIDEOS
Ideal for sharing on social media,
this suite of 25-second videos
features a series of facts about
the environmental impact of
paper and the sustainability of the
European paper industry. The minivideos are part of the Love Paper
campaign and have already been
shared thousands of times.
—
To download the Love Paper minivideos, go to www.twosides.info/
lovepaper
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It’s a wrap

The noise around packaging has never been
louder, with retail brands all over the world keen
to make their packaging as sustainable as possible.
But how are retailers and packaging companies
planning to transform their packaging solutions
and what part will paper play?
—
By Sam Upton

on march 20, the world’s biggest chain of
coffee shops made a statement. Starbucks
announced that they were pledging $10m to
develop a new, more sustainable coffee cup.
This money would be made available as grants
to companies, innovators and entrepreneurs to
help them create a cup that could be recycled
rather than sent to landfill – something that
currently happens to most of the four billion cups
handed out by the high street giant every year.
The debate around the use of single-use
plastic (SUP) in packaging has been rumbling
ever since the first plastic shopping bag came
off the production line. But the Starbucks
announcement is now just one of many from
international consumer brands keen to
move towards more sustainable packaging.
McDonald’s plans to phase out all SUP straws
from its UK restaurants, while Coca-Cola has
promised to help collect and recycle a bottle or
can for every one it sells by 2030.
One of the first British companies to commit
to finding an alternative to SUP for their

ThePage_pp08-09 v2.indd 2

packaging was Iceland who, back in January,
vowed to eliminate all SUP packaging from its
own-brand products by 2023. Having already
removed straws and introduced paper-based
trays with its new food ranges, the supermarket
is currently in talks with its current and
prospective packaging suppliers about finding
more sustainable alternatives to SUP.
“We have a number of packaging companies
lined up to pitch us their innovations,” says Ian
Schofield, Own Label and Packaging Manager
for Iceland. “Some are paper-based solutions, but
some are plastics companies with alternatives
to SUP. It’s really good that everyone’s got on it
because they see how important the issue is.”
Public support for change
The announcement by Iceland was a key stage
in the journey towards reducing the UK retail
industry’s reliance on SUP and was widely
welcomed by environmental campaigners,
as well as the public. In a survey of 5,000 UK
consumers by Kantar Worldpanel, almost 25%

42% of UK
consumers
believe food
and drink
manufacturers
should make it
their priority to
make all their
packaging
recyclable

29/05/2018 19:30
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Future success depends
on what you’re made of.
We use all of our experience and knowledge to create the packaging
solutions of today that meet the demands of tomorrow.
Biodegradable. Renewable. Recyclable.
Find out more at smurfitkappa.com

PAPER | PACKAGING | SOLUTIONS
LSE:SKG

expressed ‘extreme concern’ about plastic
packaging in grocery, while 42% believed food
and drink manufacturers should make it their
priority to make all their packaging recyclable.
A survey for Iceland also found there was
overwhelming public support for a shift away
from SUP by retailers, with 80% of respondents
saying they would endorse a supermarket’s move
to go plastic-free.
Iceland’s enthusiasm has been echoed by
Tesco, Sainsbury’s, Morrisons, Aldi, Lidl and
Waitrose, who have all signed up to a pledge
called the UK Plastics Pact – a new initiative
whose members aim to reuse, recycle or compost
all plastic packaging by 2025.
An opportunity for paper
With the tide turning against SUP for food
packaging, the natural successor would appear to
be paper and cardboard. Already in use for many
retail goods, especially in the luxury market,
paper and cardboard are durable, renewable and
recyclable, and will be an essential material as we

ThePage_pp08-09 v2.indd 3

A recent advert
by international
packaging
company Smurfit
Kappa, showing
the strength
and versatility
of cardboard

Paper and card
have a recycling
rate of 83% –
the highest of
any packaging
material

move towards a regenerative, circular economy.
“Paper-based packaging is the sustainable,
renewable and recyclable packaging option
for our customers,” says Tony Smurfit, Group
Chief Executive of Smurfit Kappa, one of the
world’s leading packaging companies, “and
is increasingly used as a key merchandising
medium across industries.”
With a recycling rate of 83%, paper and
cardboard are among the most recycled materials
in the world – the highest of any packaging
material. And consumers like it too. Earlier
this year, Two Sides published the results of a
survey they commissioned to look at the public
perception of packaging, and found that 78%
like paper and cardboard packaging because
it’s biodegradable, while 64% like it because it’s
made from renewable wood fibre. Paper and
cardboard also received the highest scores for
being easier to open and close, easier to store,
lighter in weight, more practical and safer to use.
“There is increasing pressure on companies
to be more sustainable and this is having a
transformative effect on the packaging industry,”
says Steven Stoffer, Group Vice President
Development of Smurfit Kappa. “Paperbased packaging provides many benefits from
protecting the products and preventing waste
to optimising logistics in the supply chain. Most
importantly, it’s 100% recyclable and has the
least impact on the environment.”
New discoveries
With the swell of public opinion and intense
amount of work going on to create new
packaging solutions, it won’t be long until a more
sustainable answer will be found. And with such
a high recycling rate, it’s highly likely that paper
and cardboard will play a vital part in that work.
“Paper has commercial benefits compared to
other materials when it comes to how it can be
optimised for the supply chain and withstand the
challenges posed by transport and palletisation,”
explains Steven. “In addition, corrugated is
flexible enough to differentiate shape, form,
graphics and print quality, helping brands to
stand out in a crowded market place.”
Right now, the research that’s going into
developing paper-based packaging is producing
some remarkable results and surprising
discoveries. When replacing SUP trays with pulp
for some of their chilled foods, Iceland actually
found that their shelf life was extended.
“When you start re-engineering your
packaging around your products,” says Ian
Schofield, “there are some real surprises that
come along.”
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“The more people know
about print and its
sustainability, the more
popular it will be”
danny doogan, Director of Marketing and Sustainability at
Denmaur Paper Media, explains the vital role Two Sides plays
in increasing knowledge about print.
What does your sustainability role
at Denmaur involve?
A lot of my work goes into
demonstrating the traceability of
paper, how it’s made and its raw
materials. You can trace a paper
product back to the tree that it’s
come from, in terms of what type
of tree it is and where in the world
it’s been harvested. Our clients
are looking for ways to enhance
their own sustainability profile or
environmental profile through the
products they use, which involves
a lot of work with FSC, PEFC, EUTR
and ISO audits. We also supply
services such as traceability,
timber legality, as well as Carbon
Balancing our paper products.

What help do you receive from
Two Sides?
Two Sides provide research
and facts through their Myths
and Facts booklet. Improving
consumer perceptions through
advertising in the national press
is crucial. That helps us as a
company and as an industry,
and also helps the marketing
industry invest in paper as a
means of communication.
How do you use Two Sides
resources?
When our clients ask about the
environmental attributes of
paper, we often refer them to
the Two Sides website or take

information and pass it on to
them, such as how much European
forests are growing or the low
environmental impact paper has.
We also use the facts for our own
social media and advertising
campaigns.
What other resources would you
find useful?
A video demonstrating the
recyclability of paper, showing
its different lifecycles and the
different products it can be,
would be very useful. A short
video that can be used as an
email footer, within a presentation
or on a website would really
help to get the message out to

the general public that paper
isn’t an evil product and it’s not
responsible for the deforestation
of rainforests.
How important is the public’s
perception of print?
It’s a very significant factor.
The more people know about
print and its sustainability, the
more popular it will be as a
communications medium. As we
move into a circular economy,
where resources are becoming
more scarce and we need to
make more use of what we have,
paper is one of the best examples
of a circular product – and it
should be celebrated as such.

Paper and cardboard top for the environment
While the world’s top
retail brands strive to
cut down on the amount
of plastics they use,
Two Sides conducted a
survey that revealed that
paper and cardboard
is the most preferred
packaging material
for sustainability,
recyclability and
practicality.
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The survey, conducted
by Toluna, asked 500 UK
adults which packaging
material they preferred
based on a number of
different reasons. Paper
and cardboard received
the highest score for
being better for the
environment and easier
to recycle, and in terms
of practicality, easier to

open and close, easier
to store, lighter weight,
more practical, and
safer to use.
“In the current
packaging climate,
it’s great to see
paper and cardboard
packaging recognised
by consumers for its
excellent environmental
attributes,” says Martyn

Eustace, Chairman of
Two Sides. “Not only does
it have an exceptionally
high utilisation rate
of recycled fibres, it’s
also the most recycled
packaging material in
Europe.”
—
For more information
about the survey, go to
www.twosides.info

• 78% of UK adults like paper
and cardboard packaging
because it’s biodegradable
• 73% believe paper and
cardboard packaging
makes good use of
recycled materials
• 64% like paper and
cardboard packaging
because it’s made from
renewable wood fibre
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hello

40%

The percentage of people in
the UK that dislike all forms
of online advertising
Ofcom, 2018

CHILDREN PREFER PRINT
Recent research in Australia has
found that, despite having access
to tablets and other e-readers,
children are far more likely to use
print for reading rather than an
electronic device. The research,
which looked at the reading
habits of children in Years 4 and 6,
also found that the more devices
a child had access to, the less they
read in general, suggesting that
providing children with e-readers
can actually inhibit reading rather
than encouraging it.
The study echoes previous
Australian research, which looked

Innovation in Magazine
Media World Report
The latest edition of one of the most influential publications in
global publishing is now available. Published by the Federation of
International Periodical Publishers (FIPP), the annual Innovation
in Magazine Media World Report outlines the key trends and
developments in the magazine publishing industry, and is a
must-read for anyone in the business of print.
Written by John Wilpers, Senior Director USA of Innovation
Media Consulting, and edited by Juan Señor, Senior Partner of
the same company, the publication examines the latest media
technology alongside in-depth sections on social media and
monetisation. It also dedicates a large amount of space to print
media and how it can continue to drive significant revenue for
years to come, as well as a section on the most exciting new
innovations in print advertising.
—
To order a copy of the Innovation in Magazine Media World Report,
go to https://bit.ly/2HQEKKY
To read Juan Señor’s 10 Commandments of Print, turn to page 13.

at how teenagers preferred to
read. This found that the majority
of students with access to
electronic devices didn’t regularly
use them to read, preferring print
books and publications. Both
studies pointed towards devices
offering too many distractions,

especially for students who
experience difficulty with
attention, as well as the fact
that information read in print
stays in the memory for longer.
—
For more information, go to
https://bit.ly/2neqIFS

TRADITIONAL MEDIA SPEND UP
FOR TOP COMPANIES
Sky boosted their spend on
traditional media in 2017,
overtaking Procter & Gamble
to become the UK’s biggest
advertiser on traditional media
as it spent £197.1m over the year.
The Nielsen study reported that
Sky had increased their spend on
traditional media by 2.7%, joining
Unilever (up by 11.3% to reach
£116.8m), Tesco (up 71.6% to
£89.5m) and Samsung (up 43.5%
to £66.6m) in putting their faith
in direct mail, door drops, outdoor, press, radio, cinema and
TV advertising.
Curiously, online brands such
as Confused.com and Google
also increased their spending
on traditional media in 2017. This
follows the results of the latest
Edelman Trust Barometer, which
found that trust in traditional
media was up in 2018, while trust
in search engines and social
media suffered a significant drop.

“The continuing popularity
of books and physical
books in particular is a very
strong counter-trend. This
could well be a reaction
against the amount of time
we spend on screens”
Tom Goodwin, Head of
Innovation, Zenith Media

Revive - Recycled Paper. Just the way you want it.
 Carbon Balanced with World Land Trust.
 Made from FSC® recycled and FSC® certi�ed �bre.
 50%, 75% or 100% recycled �bre in Matt, Silk and O�set �nishes.
 Next day delivery across the UK. Get your free samples and swatches now.
www.denmaur.com
www.revivepaper.com
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It’s a date!
The latest events in the world of print marketing
DESIGN MARKETING AWARDS
Duplo Summer Festival 2018
21 June 2018
28 June 2018
River Thames, London
Duplo, Automated Precision
The Print, Design & Marketing
House, Addlestone
STIVAL
E
F
R
E
M
SUM
Awards celebrate the print
2
E
0
N
1
U
8
J
28
industry’s best work from the
A CELEBRATION
last 12 months, offering a golden
opportunity to network, build
contacts and showcase your
For one day this summer, the international manufacturers of print
finest work. The awards are open
finishing technology are swapping their suits and overalls for shorts
to printers of all disciplines –
and T-shirts, as they put on the second DuploFest – a celebration
offset, digital or any other process
of creativity in print. The one-day festival will feature live bands,
– and the entries will be assessed
street food, a football screen and, of course, a fully licenced bar.
by an independent judging panel
“During my early days of joining Duplo last summer, all our
of industry experts. If that’s not
customers spoke to me about was the DuploFest event,” says Andy
enough, the awards presentation
Benson, MD of Duplo UK. “Twelve months on, we plan to evolve
will take place on a boat cruising
the fun and celebrate print, listening to music from some of the
down the River Thames.
industry’s best talent, as well as share in the success or pain of
www.paperandprint.com
—
England’s football team at the World Cup.”
Register your interest at www.duplofest.co.uk
BPIF MEMBERS’ DAY
4 July 2018
St Bride Foundation, London
THE REVIEW
THE PRINT SHOW
This year’s BPIF Members’ Day will
18 September 2018
18-20 September 2018
feature a morning conference
The Circus, London
NEC, Birmingham
followed by the 2018 Annual
Launched in 1991, the Antalis
The Print Show is one of the UK’s
General Meeting of the BPIF. In
Review awards are known across
largest print industry events, a
the afternoon, members will be
the print and design industries
forward-looking annual exhibition
provided with a review of the
as the hallmark of innovation,
designed to provide the key
key achievements made by the
originality and excellence.
tools for companies of all sizes
BPIF over the past year and have
With categories ranging from
to remain competitive. And this
an opportunity to put questions
brochures to direct mail, books
year the show is even bigger,
to CEO, Charles Jarrold, and
to retail packaging, the coveted
with HP, Duplo, EFI and Denmaur
new President, Darren Coxon
awards honour and celebrate
Independent Papers already
of Pensord. Attendees are then
designers and printers who
signed up. Adding to that list is
invited to go to the Terrace at
have created exceptional work,
Two Sides and Print Power, who
the House of Lords for the annual
acknowledging their talent and
will be available for all three days
All-Party Parliamentary Print Group
sharing their achievements with
to talk about their work and the
(APPPG) Reception.
the industry.
future of print at Stand P110.
www.britishprint.com
www.antalis.co.uk
www.theprintshow.co.uk
PCP Footer advert 60x210mm FINAL.qxp_Layout 1 18/04/2018 09:08 Page 1
OF CREATIVITY IN PRINT

Working
hard to
earn our
reputation
as one of
the most
respected
and
established
printing
companies
in the UK

THE BEST WAY TO
PREDICT THE FUTURE
IS TO CREATE IT.
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PRINTWEEK AWARDS
22 October 2018
Grosvenor House Hotel, London
The annual PrintWeek Awards
is the pinnacle of printing
excellence and one of the highest
accolades for the winning
companies. With a judging panel
made up of 20 top print buyers
and experts in their fields, the
awards are notoriously difficult
to win. But, with 25 categories to
enter, from Trainee of the Year to
the prestigious Company of the
Year, every print firm in the UK will
already be busy crafting their
entries and dry-cleaning their
outfits for the gala dinner and
awards presentation night.
www.printweekawards.com
—
POWER OF PRINT SEMINAR 2018
6 November 2018
Stationers’ Hall, London
The date has been booked for
this year’s Power of Print Seminar,
which has become one of the
print industry’s must-attend
events. Featuring leading experts
from the print, marketing and
media industries, the Seminar
explores the latest trends and
developments in print marketing,
as well as bringing everyone up to
date with the international Print
Power and Two Sides campaigns.
Stay tuned for more information
on speakers and how to book
your place.
http://powerofprint.info

Precision Colour
Printing Ltd
Haldane, Halesfield 1,
Telford, Shropshire,
TF7 4QQ
T: 01952 585585
F: 01952 680497

@precisionColour
Precision Colour Printing Ltd
Precision Colour Printing

www.pcpltd.net
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The ten
commandments
of print
juan senõr, President of global media
consultancy Innovation Consulting, gives
his ten pressing concerns for print
1_PRINT DEAD? JUST A FABLE…

As new technologies arise, we
love to conjure up and highlight
fables, including the idea that
print is dead. It’s not. The notion
that one medium kills another
is simply not true. If print were
a platform, I’d say ‘Yes, it’s dead.
RIP print,” because there’s no
language there, no medium.
But print as a medium has
permanence. It’s eternal.
2_PRINT WILL FIND ITS PLACE

When films arrived many years
ago, there was talk that theatre
would die. But what we saw was
a transition through disruption.
We’ve seen this repeatedly
throughout history – and for
25 years or more in digital. It
also applies to print. We’ve
transported this successful,
text-based medium online, and
once digital finally finds its own
language, print will rediscover
its future within that mix.
3_DISPLACEMENT BEATS
REPLACEMENT

First comes disruption, then
displacement. The web
has managed to move into
the newspaper space and
newspapers have moved into
the magazine space. The fact is,
you can’t keep flogging the same,
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tired old horse and not reinvent
your product.
4_PREMIUM MEANS PRICIER

Within the print space, the
‘play’ is to make it ever-more
premium. Take Versace. It pr
oduces very few dresses in the
£100,000 price bracket, yet these
remain its flagship product.
Print has to be reinvented as
the premium choice, to have
beautiful design, in a larger
format, and be a keepsake. And
premium must be pricier.
5_FLAT IS THE NEW UP

Everybody’s talking about the
decline in print circulations.
And yes, they will decline.
Anybody who pretends they
won’t is either naïve or nostalgic.
But they’re not falling off a cliff
edge. Eventually, circulations
will flatten out at a stable, but
still lucrative, level.
6_LESS OFTEN, MORE ‘LEAN BACK’

The big, complicated, everevolving issue, particularly for
newspapers, is frequency.
Take FT Weekend. It’s a
delicious, quality product that’s
perfect for print. It arrives on
a Friday and you spend the
entire weekend reading it.
You hear about the ‘lean-back

experience’, but if you’re going
to succeed, you have to provide
something that’s genuinely ‘lean
back’, like the FT Weekend.
7_BRAND BUILDING? USE PRINT

It’s not great for clients to have
their brands associated with fake
news, so the leading industry
voices are singing print’s
praises. For brand finding,
digital trumps print every time.
But for brand building, when
you’re relaunching an entire
proposition, print wins.
8_THE DIGITAL FRENZY IS ABSURD

As P&G’s Marc Pritchard has
said, the misguided flip to digital
spending isn’t working. This
cycle needs to be rebalanced,
because it’s evident that many
millions of pounds aren’t
performing. And they’re not
performing because there’s this
tremendous fraud. You may
reach a million people, but you
will reach a million people for a

quarter of a second, as opposed
to 100,000 for 10 or 20 seconds.
9_PRINT UNDERPINS CAMPAIGNS

When it comes to awards,
the traditional categories
for print and publishing are
getting reframed not because
advertising interest in those
categories is dying. We should
be looking at the fact that many
campaigns are now integrated
and, in many cases, anchored in
prestigious print work.
10_TAKE THE FIGHT TO THE DUOPOLY

We’ve been playing defence
for far too long. Google and
Facebook have cornered £70bn
of ad space globally, but their
longevity is not guaranteed.
Print has an important role to
fill as the situation evolves, and
if that means anchoring more
campaigns in paper, so be it.
—
For the full article, go to
www.printpower.eu

“Take FT Weekend. It’s a delicious,
quality product that’s perfect for
print. It arrives on a Friday and you
spend the entire weekend reading it”
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01_THE AD YOU CAN WEAR
Never a brand to shy away from
a marketing challenge, Old Spice
recently created a groundbreaking
insert that ran in the April issue of
GQ. As well as a scented strip of Old
Spice, the ad featured a full-sized
paper blazer that the reader could
unfold and wear. The blazer was
infused with the scent of Old Spice
while the ad included images
of models wearing the paper
garment. “With this paper blazer,
everyone gets to live the luxurious
life of Old Spice Captain,” said the
company in a statement. “Smell
the smells, live the life, don’t go
out in the rain because you will
likely get paper machéd.”

Fresh thinking
From a wearable ad to Japanese
architectural notepaper, we look at
the latest groundbreaking uses of print
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02_BACK TO THE FUTURE
Inspired by the original Italian
1960s Fiat Spider, the launch of
the new Fiat 124 Spider used print
to pay tribute to its heritage.
To demonstrate this heritage,
Krow Communications created
a replica of a vintage 1960s
magazine, featuring a glowing
review of the original Fiat 124
Spider. The team used AutoCar
articles and photography for their
1960s Spider review, re-designing,
laying out and printing the
magazine in exactly the same way
it would have been done in the
60s, with paper stock evocative
of the period. As a result of the
campaign, 40 Fiat 124 Spiders
were bought, resulting in an
impressive £781,800 in sales. The
campaign also won Gold at the
prestigious 2017 DMA Awards.

02

03_THE BEAUTY OF PAPER
Papercraft has been a cornerstone of Japanese culture for
centuries and this has now
been combined with the latest
laser-cutting technology to
create the Omoshiroi Block, a
stunning notepad that reveals
an architecturally designed
building as you strip away the
notes. Translated as ‘fun block’,
the notepads are made up of over
100 sheets of paper, which are
finely perforated so, as the notes
are torn off, they begin to form
famous Japanese buildings
such as Kyoto’s Kiyomizudera
Temple, Tokyo’s Asakusa Temple
or Tokyo Tower.
05_THE ROUGH AND THE SMOOTH
Gillette used the power of touch in
an ad that demonstrates exactly
how rough a man’s unshaved
face can be by using different
grades of sandpaper. The ad ran
the results of a Harvard study that
stated that newborn babies’ only
means of communication during
their first year of life is through
the language of touch, before
inviting readers to understand
for themselves how their face
may feel to a baby. The effect is
heightened by the real scratch
marks on the opposite page
caused by the magazine pages
rubbing together.
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04_LIKE BEES TO HONEY
It’s no secret that the world bee
population is in decline. Disease,
pesticides and loss of habitat
have made their numbers at
a critical low. But the Polish ad
agency Saatchi & Saatchi IS and
City Bees, an organisation that
advocates for bees in urban
communities, have teamed up
to create Bee Saving Paper. The
paper is infused with glucose
and contains seeds from the
bee-feeding flower lacy phacelia.
The result is an essential source
of food for bees, as well as seeds
that will grow into the kind of
flowers bees love.

05
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Love Print?
Love Paper?
Love
print?
Join Us!

Love paper?
Join us!

Print remains one of the most powerful
and sustainable forms of communication
Yet consumers and users in the world of media are now
distracted and enticed by a wide range of alternative
media choices.

By unitingone
all those
wish
to see print
and paper
Print remains
of thewho
most
powerful
and
flourish,
the
Two
Sides
and
Print
Power
campaigns
sustainable forms of communication.
deliver powerful messages to ensure that print media
—
remains a vital communications channel for generations
By uniting
all those who wish to see print and paper
to come.
flourish, the Two Sides and Print Power campaigns
deliver powerful messages to ensure that print
Besides making an essential contribution to the promotion
mediaofremains
a vital communications channel for
print media, membership also gives access to all the tools,
generations
tofacts
come.
resources,
and research the campaigns have developed.
—
This will provide your business with essential content for your
For more
on the many
of being
owndetails
communications
on thebenefits
effectiveness
and sustainability
a member
ofmedia.
Two Sides and Print Power, go to
of print
www.twosides.info/become-a-member
Member benefits include;
• benefits
Facts, research
and information on the effectiveness and
Member
include
sustainability
of
print you can
your own customer
• Facts, research and information
onuse
theineffectiveness
communications
and sustainability
of of print that you can use in your
•
Case
Studies;
providing valuable insight into the value and
own customer communications.
return of investment of print media
• Case studies,
providing valuable insight into the value
• Personalisation of the popular Myths and Facts booklet,
and ROI of print media.
with the sound environmental arguments for print
• Personalisation of the popular Myths and Facts
• Regular newsletters and emails with news, inspiration you
booklet,can
videos
and infographics, with sound
use in your own communications
environmental
arguments
fortoprint.
• Expert advice available,
help you with customer ques• Regular e-newsletters
with
news
and inspiration you
tions or communications

can use in your own communications.
• Expert
advice
to help
with customer
questions
Please
support
theseyou
not-for-profit
campaigns.
The membership
or communications.
fee is affordable, proportional to the size of your business, and

Last, but by no
means least, we
would like to wish a
very
warm
WE WOULD
LIKE TOwelcome
GIVE
to WARM
our newest
A VERY
WELCOME TO OUR
NEWEST MEMBERS
members!

Sun Chemical
Prontaprint Group
� FRIP
Print Strategy Europe
� Opal
Print
(Bath) Ltd
City
Images
� Precision
Marketing Group
Anglo Printers
Vale Press
� Simpson
Group
Paper and Board Association
For full details of member benefits
Micropress
Printers
Ltdand Print
and how to join
Two Sides
Power,
go to:
BPS
Innovative
Media Ltd
twosides.info/member-benefits
Print
& Packaging Solutions
� Blackpool Council, CPS

100% of funding is spent delivering the campaigns.

Contact us

Contact us
To discuss
membership
For more
information
or for
any other
on ourbenefits,
campaigns
or to
information
regarding
our
discuss
the benefits
of
membership,
giveplease
us a call
campaigns,
give
or drop
line.
usus
a acall
orWe’d
droplove
us an email;
to hearwe’d
from
you.to hear from you!
love
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(0) 1327262
262920
enquiries@twosides.info
enquiries@twosides.info & info@printpower.eu
www.twosides.info &&www.printpower.eu
www.twosides.info
www.printpower.eu

Print and Paper
have a great
environmental
story to tell

iConCentre,
Centre, Eastern
iCon
EasternWay,
Way,Daventry,
DaventryNN11
NN110QB
0QB
www.twosides.info
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